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Acer Chromebook R11 dealsCyber Monday Sale Ending inAcer - R 11 CB5-132T-C8ZW... Acer R 11 Convertible 2-in-1 ... Acer R11 CB5-132T-C1LK 11.6... Check out more Cyber Monday Sale deals from the following top details: Acer Chromebook R11 draws inspiration from the MacBook Air, and it is styles without going too far. And, the Acer Chromebook R11 is affordable,
unlike its Apple inspiration, costs $329 (£221, AU$455). The best chromebooks are not like other laptops. Historically known as a direct route to the Google Chrome browser, the functionality was once limited to what you could accomplish on the Internet. The climate is somewhat different now that most Chromebooks are compatible with Android apps via Google's Play Store. In
that regard, the Acer Chromebook R11 is no different. Cyber Monday Deals: See all the best offers now! If we had to compare the Acer Chromebook R11 to like-mind Chromebooks, we would put it on the same level as the $249 (£170, AU$320) Dell Chromebook 11 or amazing Asus Chromebook Flip at $249 (£160, AU$337). But the Acer Chromebook R11 is a lot better than
Chromebooks competition, thanks to its 360-degree hinge. While it's not the fastest Chromebook on the block, you can leave processor before all editing and RAM capabilities in the Windows and Mac laptops. Acer Chromebook R11 perfectly uses Chrome experiments, so it doesn't need the best species to provide a smooth-as-butter experience. While the Chromebook R11 is
showing its age these days, that means there are some brilliant deals out there if you shop around. The good thing about Chromebooks is that they don't become obsolete as quickly as Windows laptops – and the Chromebook R11 will work similarly today as when it was first released. Plus, Amazon Prime Day 2020 is coming, and we have a sneaky suspicion that we'll see the
Chromebook R11 get a price cut. After all, he was one of the best salesman on First Day last year. Fingers crossed Amazon Prime Day 2020 to carry the goods. Chromebook VPN – compare dealsDesignOne to the huge benefits of the Chromebook R11 is its size and weight. The R11 weighs just 2.76 pounds (1.25kg), with a relatively small frame of 11.57x8.03x0.76 inches (29 x
20.3x1.9cm) (W x D x H). This comes in slightly smaller than the Dell Chromebook 11 competition with its 2.91lb 11.69x8.57x0.83x0.83 inch frame. Acer's offerings even compared well to a slightly Asus Chromebook Flip, which weighs 1.96lb (0.88kg) and measures 10.6x7.2x0.6 inches. The Acer Chromebook R11 is largely made up of a thin, white plastic chassis and a finishing
subjects. Where that design differs, however, is on the cover of the car, which features a white metal textures panel that looks and feels great. In fact, that texture is extended throughout the Chromebook R11, giving the laptop a beautiful dash feel while carrying it around. It's a minor blossom, but the diamond texture provides what could be a boring white slab a bit of panache. The
R11 is far from what we would sexy, but it's not boring, either. On the top of the Chromebook R11, you'll find the metal panel aforementioned worshippers with both Acer and Chrome logos, and that's it. On the other side of the panel lies the 11.6-inch logo, 1.366 x 768 resolution, touch-enabled display, and an Acer Shiny logo just below. On the basis of the R11 sits a keyboard a
small keyboard with a slightly-texttured key set. Further below that is a relatively wide trackpad with palm residue enough. Despite being a widely plastic affair, the R11 feels unusual in hand, and little isn't giving up whatever. The only complaint worth noting here is the white outward R11, which has proven to be very adept at picking that up various smudges you lost at random.
Really, this is something you'll run into with any piece of white technology, but that finish textures can help to pick things up. As for ports, the Acer Chromebook R11 features a USB2.0 with one USB 3.0 PO, each separate location handle. There is also a full size HDMI port with HDCP support, a phone jack, and an SD card slot for transferring files and photos. SpecsIn terms of
speed, the Chromebook R11 falls right in line with the rest of the Chromebook Market. Powering the machine is a 1.6GHz quad-core Intel N3150 processor, along with either 2 or 4GB of RAM. Inside, there are also 32GB of storage, which may seem small, but it's important to remember you're unlikely to be storing a ton of files on the machine itself. It's also worth mentioning that,
for the time being, you'll score 100GB of free Google Drive storage when buying the R11, so you'll have plenty of space to store things in the cloud. For comparison, the Acer Chromebook R11 makes a one-up some of the competition.dell Chromebook 11's, for example, matches the R11 with 4GB of RAM, but falls short with 16GB of storage and less-capable 2.6GHz dual-core
Intel Seleron N2840 processor (clock speed is not everything!). Similarly, the R11 triggered convertible Asus Chromebook Flip in terms of RAM and storage, with the 2GB gym letter of memory and 16GB of internal storage. Here's the Acer Chromebook R11 setup sent to techradar: 1.6GHz quad-core Intel N3150 (quad-core, 3MB Cache, up to 2.08GHz and Turbo Boost)Graphics:
Integrated Integrated HD GraphicsMery : 4GB DDR3LStorage : 32GBScreen : 11.6 HD, 1.366 x 768 Touch Screen, LED-backlit IPSCamera: 720p webcamWireless: 802.11ac (B/G/N) Dual-band Wire, Bluetooth 4.0Ports: 1x USB 2.0, 1x USB 3.0, 1x HDMI and HDCP, 1x3.5mm jack phone, 1x SD slotWeight card: 2.76lbssize: 11.57x8.03x0.0 76 inches (W x D x H) Our Test
PerformanceIn, including writing this review with a dozen open tabs, the Acer Chromebook R11 is done admirable, albeit with a few minor handles. The combination of Intel's Celeron N3150 processor and 4GB of RAM kept things surprenented fluid even when shocked at a Google doc with a couple of YouTube videos silently streaming and jam pumps Google Music Play.I noticed
some minor occupation of performance with the R11, however. Occasionally, Google Docs seemed to fight and catch up with my tap. The lag was often and typically worked itself out a second or so, but it broke our train of thought several times in writing this review. Similarly, while switching between the dozen or so tabs we ran was generally fine, opening a new table and loading
something like Facebook or YouTube took a little more patience than we're using them. Of course, we're coming from a macBook completely out MacBook Pro as my daily driver, so my base of comparison is a little skewed. Our guess is that this simply comes down to him RAM: we managed to stay under the 4GB cap with a large number of open tabs while streaming music and
video, but only barely. It's highly unlikely that any real world use that will involve streaming several videos and music at the same time, so this body is fine for the 4GB R11, but it's a bit concerning for buyers who opt for 2GB of RAM. The BenchmarksHere's how the Acer Chromebook R11 concurred in our suite of benchmark tests:Octane: 8.113Mozilla Kraken: 4.789Sunspider:
704In the Octane test, which measures the JavaScript engine performance on any set of hardware, the Acer Chromebook's R11 at 8.113 performers the Asus Chromebook Flip, which came in at 6.795 (the highest is the best). Similarly, Mozilla's Kraken Test, which also measures the speed and performance of the JavaScript engine on a given device, showed Acer's R11 in front of
the Flip, with scores of 4.789 and 5.447, respectively (the lowest best). In sunspider's latest final test, Chromebook Flip does manage out front by a smidge with a score of 686 compared with Acer's 704 (the lower is lower). Gabe Carey has also contributed to this review the best acer Chromebook 714 dealsCyber Monday Sale ending inAcer Chromebook 714 Laptop,... ACER 714
14 Chromebook -... Acer Chromebook 714 Cb714-1W... Acer Chromebook 714 CB714-1W... Check out more Cyber Monday Sale deals from the following top details: Acer Chromebook 714 (starting at $499, tested at $649) is a premium-looking business laptop with a sleep, aluminum chassis that will improve your urban and aura professional as you bring this refined device from
one office meeting to another. Acer Chromebook 714 SpecsPrice: $649.99 CPU: Intel Core i3-8130U GPU: Intel HD Graphics 620 RAM: 8GB Storage: 64GB Displays: 14-inch, 1920x1080 Battery: 9:05 Size: 12.7x9.4x0.70 Weight: 3.3 pounds Laptop was MIL-SPEC tested, so if you're the funny type and befingers, you'll find the comfort of knowing this Chromebook can resist
trauma and other traumatic blows. Acer Chromebook 714 also has a unique fingerprint reader that is rare on laptops and Chrome OS. Cyber Monday deals: See all the best offers now! On the other hand, Chromebook 714's display tells me compared to its competitors. Those who speak him are impressive, too. Acer Chromebook 714 Price and The base model option of Acer
Chromebook 714 costs $499 and has a 2.3-GHz Internal Pentium 4417U CPU with 8GB of RAM, 32GB of flash memory and an Intel HD Graphics 610 GPU. I tested the $649 model, which sports a 2.2-GHz Intel Core i3-8130U CPU with 8GB of RAM, 64GB of flash memory and an Intel UHD Graphics 620 GPU. You can also handle a $799 configuration, which bumps you up to a
1.7-GHz Internal Core 5-8350U processor with 8GB of RAM, 64GB of flash storage and an Intel UHD Graphics 620 GPU. If you're looking for something slightly different, consider taking a look at our best laptops under $1,000 pages. The Acer Chromebook 714 designThe Acer Chromebook 714 is not trying to impress anyone, and I mean this in a good way. Sporting an all-
aluminum, dark-gray chassis, this Chromebook says, I'm a convenient Chromebook-looking means business; glitter and gold by a great laptop made! His cover shows off in a center-left, Acer Acer logo as well as a top-left Chrome logo. The laptop is not sensitive to fingerprints, which I adore. (Image credit: Future) Open up the cover, and its interior reveals more aluminum
goodness, and it feels quite nice, too. The Island-style keyboard has great white superpower characters on big black keys. The trackpad workaround by an attractive reflective trim. The side shoulders are superslim, but the top and bottom wing are thick. The top of the baseball homes a webcam. Almost mixed in the background, an Acer Silver logo is stamp for over the bottom
shoulder.PLUS: Portable Laptops with premium 3.3lb and 12.7x9.4x0.7 inches, the Acer Chromebook 714 is slightly heavier than its competitors. Asus Chromebook Flip C434 (3.1 lb, 12.6x8 x 0.6 inches) and Google's Pixelbook Jump (2.3 pounds, 12.2x8.1x0.5 inches) are both lighter and thinest. It's worth noting, though, that the Chromebook 714 still has that portable factor, as it
fit snugly inside my daily bag Mr. Acer Chromebook 714 Security and durability Acer Chromebook 714 is rated for military-grade resistance, which means if you're crash-ternary, you'll be glad to know that this laptop passes several THOUSAND-STD 810G tests proving it can keep cool and rain , humidity, extreme temperatures, vibrations and trauma. (Image credit: Future) The
keyboard pile also features fingerprint readers I have ever seen; its small oval design is unique. Fingerprint readers are a rare find of Chrome OS devices, so it's refreshing to view the biometric authentication on this laptop. I want, though, that the Acer Chromebook 714's sport a short privacy for its webcam. Acer Chromebook 714 Port Chromebook 714 is decentrally stocked with
their skin. (Image credit: Future) On the left, you will get a USB 3.1 Contains 1 Type port, a USB 3.1 Contains 1 Type-A port and a phone jack. The right has a locked Kensington, a microSD card reader and another USB 3.1 Contains 1 Type-C port. (Image credit: Future) If you need more ports, check out our best usb Type-C and laptop page docking stations. The Acer
Chromebook 714 shows Chromebook 714's 14-inch, 1920 x 1080 touch-screen display won't win any rewards, but it is decent. (Image credit: Future) I watched the antebellum trailer, and as the camera pulled in on a tired-looking Janelle Mona playing a slave character, the scene lacked the detail and crispness you can find on higher end-end display, which chipped away at the
signal's posiy. The feed colors from the screen were stable; the bright lepstick of one popped woman with the display captured beautiful Moach complex. The viewing angles on the display were very good. According to our colourime, the Acer Chromebook 714's panel covers 66% of the sRGB gas flow, which falls short of the category average (76%). Asus Chromebook Flip C434
(93%) and Google's Pixelbook Go (108%) break the Chromebook 714 on this banchmark. At 254 nit, the Chromebook 714's display could not inch past the average of bright category (256 nutrients), and it failed to exceed the Asus Chromebook Flip C434 (286 nutrients) and Google's Pixbook Go (368 nit). Acer Chromebook 714 keyboard and touchpadI rarely say the word L, but
dark it, I like typing on the Acer Chromebook 714's keyboard. My typical average typing is around 83 words per minute on 10FastFingers.com, but my average jump of 93 words per minute on this click, feel-good keyboard. Students and staff working on the Acer Chromebook 714 will find themselves getting to a beautiful rhythm as they tap away on this productivity-boosting
keyboard. Unlike the Acer Chromebook 715, this keyboard doesn't have a numeric keyboard. (Image credit: Future) The touch of the Gorilla Glass is as awesome as the keyboard. The touchpad has a slick surface, slick surfaces, so navigating the internet with the 714's Chromebook slider was a briz. Jestime touchpad the Chromebook, like scrolling fingers, also worked like a
charm. Acer Chromebook 714 audio I listened to the Blind Light and I was happy to hear the lyrics fill the room as the loving music from the under-firing speaker. However, as the little tune continued, The Vocal Weekend was lying bright and somewhat rough around the edges. The music lacked that weakened, slim, full quality plus premium abilities to win. In general, the dual-
channel speaker was so-so-so – we recommend broken upside down for a better sound experience. Acer Chromebook 714 performance If you're a laptop tab-happy user, you'll be happy to know that the Acer Chromebook 714 can handle your tax web activity. I swaped the Chromebook 714 and 28 Google Chrome tabs; three played 1080p YouTube videos. I opened up a new
document on Google Docs and typed away without experiencing any slow system. Don't worry; This Chromebook Chromebook can manage your heavy works just fine. (Image credit: Future) On testing the Geekbench 4 overall performance, Acer Chromebook 714 nails 7.779, collapsed average score Chromebook (6.227). The Acer Chromebook 714 also whizzed past the M3-
8100Y CPU in the Asus Chromebook Flip C434 (6.968) and the Core CPU-8200Y of Google Pixelbook Go (6.516). On our JetStream benchmark, which tested how quickly big web pages load, the 714 achieved 103.4, beating the average Chromebook (74.9), as well as the Asus Chromebook Flip C434 (76.7) and the Google Pixelbook (85.99). Acer Chromebook 714 battery life on
our battery life test, involving ongoing internet surfing on Wi-Fi at 150 nit, Acer Chromebook 714 lasted 9 hours and 5 minutes. (Image credit: Future) This is enough for a full day of work or school, but it falls short of the average Chromebook battery run (10:01). Both the Asus Chromebook Flip C434 and Google's Pixelbook Go outlasted the Chromebook 714 with runtimes of 9:58
and 11:29, respectively. MORE:Laptops and longest battery life Acer Chromebook 714 webcam by expecting to start a YouTube channel with the webcam 720p installed in the Acer Chromebook 714. Now I've seen a lot of terrible laptop webcams – a lot. Acer Chromebook 714 does not fall into this category, but it also doesn't stand out from the riders of other jump-laptop webcams
on the market. (Image Credit: Future) The camera has a bit of digital noise and I can't make out the details of my curly hair, but the color accuracy is decent – the camera picked up on my red-pink bath and the colorful , curtain patch in my cooking. Still, we would recommend an external webcam. Acer Chromebook 714 heats It's super cool under the Chromebook condom 714.
After streaming a 15-minute 1080p video for our heat test, below hit 85 degrees Fahrenheit, which falls nicely below our 95-degree comfort doorstep. The center of the keyboard hits 83 degrees and the touch reaches 79 degrees. The warmer temperature on the car was 88 degrees, located on the bottom of the laptop, near the stomach. Acer Chromebook 714 software and
guaranteed charging with Chrome OS, you'll have easy access to your favorite productivity Google apps – Chrome, Google Docs, Gmail and more – right on your home extract. (Image credit: Future) Click on the far-right white dot and you'll open a very convenient search bar Google search; You will also find Google Assistant. You can add more apps to the Acer Chromebook 714
by accessing the Google Play store. Acer Chromebook 714 comes with a one-year travellers' warranty. See how Acer performs on Our Montredown Tech Support and Best and Worst Brands Ranking. The Acer Chromebook 714 has a sleep aluminum chassis that I can't stop touching; Her version of fingerprint and military director who is rated is another alliance tracing this
professional-looking laptop. Workers will experience productivity speed on this machine – keyboards clicking on its keyboard and multitasking-friendly systems will have whizing users at homework and work. Snazy-looking fingerprint reader is another and rare features. However, the Acer Chromebook 714's display tells me compared to its competitors and the audio might be
better. The battery life will last you a full day of work, but there are longer lasting Chromebooks on the market. For $569, you can handle the Asus Chromebook C434, which will give you an extra hour of battery life and a lighter, simple chassis. Overall, the Acer Chromebook 714 is a great productivity machine for work-heavy users who depend on Google apps to meet their daily
work and homework. Best acer Chromebook 714 dealsCyber Monday Sale Finish inAcer Chromebook 714 Laptop,... ACER 714 14 Chromebook -... Acer Chromebook 714 Cb714-1W... Acer Chromebook 714 CB714-1W... Check out more Cyber Monday Sale deals from the following top details: in detail:
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